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INDIAN TROOPS' PART IN ROMMEL'S DEFEAT

A detailed description of the E1 Alamein battle has been given by Captain

K.N. Katju, M.C., in a broadcast, in which he said:-

The Indians guarded the Ruweisat ridge and positions vacated by the New

Zealanders. The enemy had been led to presume our attack was coming from the

South, and he split his amour, German troops held the northern sector end special

paratroops were opposite the Indians, Zero hour cane, main attack was to be

launched in the North with a subsidiary attack south-ward, while forces on the

Ruweisat ridge were to demonstrate and keep the enemy anxious. Hundreds of guns
hurled shells at the enemy's forward defence lines, while hundreds of others

maintained extremely accurate counter-battery work, *

Gurkhas and Punjabis that day crossed the wire and minefields and raided the

enemey’s Ruweisat defences. Dummies carefully prepared by a young Pars! officer

(a well-known cricketer from Bombay) played their part as well and were mown down

by tremendous fire from the enemy, Gurkhas penetrated deep into enemy strong points.
The Punjabis were held up. But they created the impression that they were attacking

along the centre as well, thus causing great confusion among the enemy. As we progressed

slowly but surely northward, the Indians 1 role was to hold on and prevent the

Germans from counter-attacking.

The Gormans were holding on grimly and we expected at any moment to be called

upon to deliver the coup de grace. The call came on November A« At a moment's

notice the famous Fifth Indian Infantry. Brigade was whistled up for a night attack.

They went behind a creeping barrage of 400 guns. Before first light they had gained

their objectives and the bulge had been widened for our armour to pour through without

fear of anti-tank gun- traps.

At dawn the tanks started passing via the Rajputs and the Essex. There were

hundreds cf them. Armoured cars flashed past in scores, We were through, The

rout had begun, Rommel told his men that in two or throe days time "you will be in

Alexandria-", Instead he was back where he started. The Corps Commander sent

congratulations to the Indian Brigade for their excellent performance*

PUNJABIS PATROL BURMA FRONT

Punjabi troops engaged in hide-and-seek patrolling on the Burma frontier have not

only found the enemy but have stung him sharply. As they all emerged without a

scratch they have decided that the Japanese must be poor shots. The platoon was on

the bank of a river when a Japanese landing party approached in a number of haunches.

Opening fire with all their weapons the Punjabis sank at least one launch and inflicted

a number of casualties and withdrew without a scratch only when their ammunition was

exhausted.

Two other platoons foiled an attempt to cut them off by a numerically superior

force and later a strong patrol met a stronger enemy,one which fell back, however,

•with our men following up and keeping contact, The Indian soldiers caused twelve

casualties, including four killed. In the two previous actions men in mufti were

among the enemy. Some of them were seen firing mortars.
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